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About This Game
Twickles is an original puzzle game with a minimalist aesthetic.
Navigate a ball through increasingly complex labyrinths by rotating their individual parts or the entire structure.
Think ahead to complete each level in the perfect amount of moves and collect all of the trophies.
Features
• 75 hand-crafted, physics-based puzzles
• 5 parts, each introducing a new element to the game
• 1 original music track (and the ability to turn it off)
• Clean visuals and a soothing atmosphere
• Tough-as-nails puzzles and fits of rage
• Steam achievements
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Title: Twickles
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Neox Studios
Publisher:
Assemble Entertainment
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2017
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bought it from sale, AND i've had Crash time 2 to xbox360 with 100% completion, and i have to say that this 3rd one is same
annoying missions and this one has bad voice acting too, and not that but the rating thingy is just stupid just like that 2nd one,
dont buy, instead get flatout or burnout, this game is jst waste of money only plus thing is the cotrol setup for steering wheel and
new cars and mini missions. other not so. :/ i'd give 2/5 stars. Fix resolution problems (off-screen death), add mouse or gamepad
control and this could be a very nice shmup. Graphics and music are nice and I really enjoyed it. Also often hard to see enemies
projectiles, but maybe it's a matter of time.. Almost nothing to do.... An error occurred while updating Botlike – a robot's
rampage (app running)
no its not....
I also get
only once instance of Botlike can run at the same time
yes it said ONCE. goooooooood game. purchase didnt go well stinks so far
. 1,8 hours in and im not impressed.....and honestly if it wasnt 40k i probably wouldnt give the game another chance, as i find
the tactical element of this turn-based tactics game rather basic and boring....as it is, ill probably give it another chance at a later
date, and hope to find more for me to like in it, after i have tempered my expectations, as i had relatively high hopes for it. great
if u like old school rpgs lots to do many heros and weapons spells its nice :D it would be nice to see more immortals new gear
catagory etc maybe more spells that u could swap on your charcter like example swap a heal power for an atk power or a buff
new spell types to go with this games getting not to sharp. Contains minimal negativity.. I can't even last this game for the sake
of the trading cards. It doesn't have the flair and charms of Touhou, don't bother.
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Awesome 2D stealth puzzler with a variety of playstyles and plenty of replayability. You can slowly and methodically pick off
your enemies one at a time, pull off a much more tense no-kill run, or challenge the best times leaderboard. It's got instant
restart (no load time) after a death or mistake, so you'll be thinking "just one more attempt..." for hours. Plays sort of like a 2D
top-down Tenchu or Styx, only with bombs instead of backstabs.. To be simple graphically, this games feels very comfortably
realistic. The controls are simple and function like real hands, the old iron sights are straight and you have unlimited magazines.
This game is FUN. I'd like to see the ability to pick up more weapons and more locations. The end point is pretty difficult to
pass...I still haven't after two runs. Mainly cause once you die, you're dead.. start over. LOL
Very Fun! Highly Recommended!
SUPPORT EARLY ACCESS. A short series of completely static environments with no interaction. VR "Experience"?
Even by that rubric, it was pretty bad due to seemingly having no antialiasing and annoyingly slow movement controls.
(This is not a review for the actual game, which I enjoyed!). one of my first VR experiences, it was very BLARPy maybe even
too much so, still cool and worth checking out though.. I like it, but it seems light on content. I hope the devs add more npcs and
some sort of quest system. Right now, it kind of feels like just a sandbox mode. You drive the metro to make money and save
up to get an apartment. There are a handful of NPCs to talk to who never move from their spot and always say the same thing. I
could see it getting really old really fast.
For now, I'm recommending it, but I may change my rating if more content isn't added regularly to breathe life into this static
world.
A few suggestions:
*A hot key for the map to avoid several clicks to get there via the phone
*Larger font on the navigation system on the metro --- very hard to see it currently
*More NPCs that change locations periodically
*Voice actors
*Quests
*Make it more clear where to click in places like the convenience store and the sushi place in order to make purchases. I figured
I needed to click the person working there, but doing so only led to his conversation. It was kind of counter intuitive that you
have to click to the left of the guy to enter the actual store mode.
*Make it clearer what each NPC wants to buy from us. They'll mention pot or alcohol or something so I go buy it and find out
they're either not interested or they pay the same amount I paid for it.
*Haggling - Let us try to up the price when selling
*No cops? Is there no danger of arrest when buying\/selling illicit goods?
*More time to get to each station as well as clearly marked stop zones. It's hard to watch both the speed and the 'feet-remaining'
counters at the same time. Give us some bright yellow lines showing where the stop point is.
*A separate button for slowing the train and reversing it. I frequently stop on the right spot, but hold down the spacebar a second
too long and wind up backing up from the proper stopping point.
*A bigger world. The map is just SO small with so little to do.. I bought this game a long time ago, when I was still a new
member of Steam, and I played it for about five minutes! It was a great game and it seemed like it would offer plenty of fun for
the money but there were other things in the way of long playing sessions - like life! - and I started playing Skyrim. Needless to
say Skyrim kept me busy and Arcania fell by the wayside, waiting in the wings for me to take it up once again. Tonight I did
just that - by the lambent light of my keyboard I loaded the game and set the options, no problems incountered - my Asus ROG
74X machine has 12Gb of DDR3 ram, with the Nvidia 560M graphics card that has 3Gb of ram onboard, and to top it off the
machine has the Intel I7 dual core 2.0 Ghz chipset. The game runs great, no chatter or ghosting or other problems as I killed a
pack of wolves and took up my life with a sheep no one else wants and I can't kill - I tried with sword and bow but nothing
works. Thus far the game has my attention and I doubt I'll finish it in less than 100 hours as I tend to look under every rock and
behind every bush for loot and potions. I love playing a game and squeezing every drop of programmer minutae from it, my
money bought the game and therefore
I feel justified in taking as long to play as I like. No need to rush, I do that in real life and frankly, I'm sick of doing it at all.
Gameplay is solid, a bit easy even on "normal" but the upper modes of play are more challenging and there's enough of them to
satisfy just about anyone playing the title. My knight is awesome looking, his armor appearing solid and strong, the weapon in
his hand, a flaming sword, looks very dangerous and the shield looks as if it could hold back a dragon! No complaints on the
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gameplay or graphics. HOWEVER - there is no help file on how to play the game or what keys do what! For instance, I cannot
level up despite the fact the message has appeared twice already to do so. How does one level up? I'll keep playing, but I'm
getting better in battle and can't benefit from the improvements or points earned to upgrade with. ]Saving is a snap and the game
loads quickly and smoothly. Some people have had problems with WIN8, which I have installed on my laptop but I don't share
their problems with the game, which is not to say they aren't having any, just that I'm not. Game is easily worth the money
dropped on it and I have no regrets on the purchase or playtime invested. Another Steam hit, and one more reason to stay
faithful to the best gaming site ever!. At first, I thought this was just another rpgmaker generic game. But, after my friend had
recommended it, I decided to give it a chance and bought it during a sale. Oh boy, this game broke me. It's one of those games
whose story can get into your soul, especially its ending. The gameplay and graphics are rpgmaker, so nothing new, but buy it
for the plot, especially if you are an adult or moving to adulthood.. Look, did you ever want to shoot up your friends in the most
silly, goofy manner? Then Worms is for you. Recommended!. The game required a Lot of work. However I love the how the
game feels when playing. The AI need a little work but other than that its fun to play.
Love the Easter Egg. Updated Dating Sim!
Basically version 1 was old school,
now this game is all bout this millenium!
Featuring new Underground Raves, Ghetto Starbucks?
and even a transgender bartender?
Can two girlfriends have a fun night out with any boys?
Will the geek get his freak ON? or just a resignatiON?
This game is pushin that new era with lesbian action,
testing boundries with Geeky and Freaky?
Definitely worth the .99cents and good amount fo achieveable achievements,
Good amount of play time, and replayabilties with multiple different endings for each Episode\/Story!
Def Surpasses the Original!
if you want a preview on gameplay without giving away too many options check out Episode ONE in the beginning pf these
video:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/vC7UK9C9DZE
Didnt get the ending but youll know exactly what went wrong with that last option, basially do that other one to get the hookup
and Achievement!
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